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Frequency and phase locking of noise-sustained oscillations in coupled excitable systems:
Array-enhanced resonances
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We study the interplay among noise, weak driving signal and coupling in excitable FitzHugh-Nagumo
neurons. Due to coupling, noise-sustained oscillations become locked to the signal as functions of both signal
frequency and noise intensity. Higher orderm:n locking tongues and various array-enhanced resonance
features are demonstrated. This resonance and locking behavior due to a time scale matching between
noise-sustained oscillations and the signal is fundamentally different from stochastic resonance in usual noisy
threshold elements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The response of a nonlinear system to a weak signal
been investigated in various contexts. In a self-sustained
riodic oscillator with a natural frequencyv0, the system ad-
justs its time scale, achieving frequency and phase lockin
the signal. This conventional resonance of phase lock
~PL! due to time scale matching is characterized by
Arnold tongue locking region with respect to the amplitudeA
and frequencyV of the signal; locking can be achieved wi
almost vanishingA when the frequencies match, i.e.,mV
'nv0. It is of fundamental importance in various fields@1#,
and has been extended recently to chaotic oscillators@2–4#.

Noise can induce oscillations in threshold systems. S
chastic resonance~SR! @5# occurs when the noise-controlle
mean switching interval̂T& is close to the periodTe of the
signal and the response becomes optimal@6–8#. An effec-
tive, stochastic frequency and phase locking~SPL! occurs in
an Arnold tonguelike parameter region of the noise inten
D and the signal amplitudeA, for A rather close to the thresh
old @8#. SR and SPL, however, are fundamentally differe
from conventional resonance and PL in self-sustained os
lators, because the noise-induced oscillations in overdam
bistable systems have no deterministic natural frequency@8#.
In fact, the optimalD of signal-to-noise ratio is independe
of the signal frequencyV for a slow enough signal, and S
can also occur foraperiodicsignals, both in excitable@9# and
bistable @10,11# systems. While SPL exhibits a resonan
behavior with a change ofD, it does not simply obey a time
scale matching condition and does not display a locking
a resonance behavior with respect toV @8,11# in terms of
synchronization measures. Consequently, a higher orderm:n
locking ~i.e., m switching events for everyn periods of the
signal! does not occur when the signal frequency moves
approximately (n/m)V @8#. In fact, effective SPL can also b
achieved for close-to-threshold stochastic signals@9,11#,
such as dichotomic noise.

In excitable systems, noise alone can generate the m
regular spike trains separated by a fluctuating intervalT close
to the refractory timeTr of the spikes. Due to this coherenc
resonance~CR! @12,13# behavior, SR of an excitable syste
shows a sensitivity to higher signal frequencies: the optim
1063-651X/2003/67~3!/030101~4!/$20.00 67 0301
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noise intensity depends onV @14,15#. However, it has not
yet been shown whether the frequency of the noise-susta
spike train can belocked to V, similar to PL of self-
sustained oscillations, especially for signals well below
threshold.

Recently, the interest in SR and CR has been shifted
spatiotemporal systems@16–19#. Array-enhanced SR@17#,
array-enhanced CR@20,21#, noise-enhanced synchronizatio
@18,21,22# and clustering@23# have been demonstrated
coupled bistable or excitable elements. Although it has b
shown that global coupling of bistable elements makes
sensitive toV @19#, still, it is not known whether there is a
lockingof the frequency and the phase to a very weak sign

In this Rapid Communication, we demonstrate that, due
coupling, the noise-sustained oscillations in excitable s
tems achieve frequency and phase locking to weak signa
a result of time scale matching. Our model is a chain ofN
locally coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo~FHN! neurons@13,18#,

e ẋi5xi2 ~xi
3/3! 2yi1A cosVt1g~xi 111xi 2122xi !,

ẏi5xi1a1Dj i , ~1!

with a periodic boundary condition. Whene50.01 anda
51.05, the neurons are in an excitable regime@13#. We take
g50.05 for the coupling strength andD is the intensity of
Gaussian noisej i , ^j i(t)j j (t2t)&5d i j d(t). To demon-
strate the significant role of the coupling, we compare
chain to a single uncoupled neuron (N51).

To characterize the locking behavior, we introduce
phase in each cell f i(t)52p@(t2tk

i )/(tk11
i 2tk

i )#
12pk(tk<t,tk11), wheretk

i is the time of thekth firing
in the i th cell. The mean firing frequencyv52p/^T& is
computed from the mean value^T& of the pulse intervalTk

i

5tk11
i 2tk

i , by averaging over time and space. AtA50, the
noise-induced mean spontaneous frequency~NIMF! v0(D)
increases with the noise intensityD.

II. CR AND ARRAY-ENHANCED CR

Here we describe briefly the behavior without signal, i.
A50. In uncoupled neurons subjected to noise, the fir
activity becomes the most coherent at a certain optimal n
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. Different responses o
a single (N51) and an array (N
530) of coupled FHN neurons to
noise and signal. Upper panel:D
51021.75; lower panel: D
51021.3. Distribution of inter-
spike interval atA50 ~a!,~d! and
A50.03 ~b!,~e!. Phase difference
between the spike train~randomly
selected neuron in the array! and
the signal~c!, ~f! corresponding to
~b!,~e!. The signal periodTe is in-
dicated by the dashed lines i
~a!,~b!,~d!,~e!.
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intensity@13#. When coupled to an array, the spike of a ne
ron may propagate in the chain to excite its neighbor
neurons. This mutual excitation may induce some neuron
fire in a synchronized fashion@18,21,22# and enhance coher
ence in the noise-induced spike trains@21#.

We measure the temporal coherence of the spike tr
based on the distributionP(T) of the pulse intervalTk

i . For
a weak noise@D51021.75, Fig. 1~a!#, both systems of a
single (N51) uncoupled neuron and an array (N530) of
coupled FHN neurons show a broad distribution, althou
the coupling has reduced the probability of long interva
For a stronger noise@D51021.30, Fig. 1~d!#, the single neu-
ron fires more coherently with more narrowly distributedT,
but it still has some long intervals. In contrast, in the arr
the distribution becomes very narrow and long intervals h
been eliminated due to the coupling. The interplay betw
the noise and the coupling generates oscillations in the n
rons very similar to a noisy periodic one. We measure
coherence byRCR5^T&/sT , wheresT is the standard devia
tion of P(T). An array-enhanced CR@21# can be seen clearly
by a much larger maximalRCR in the array with a smaller
optimal noise intensity~Fig. 2!. The behavior is similar forN
as large as thousands.

The two systems also have quite different responses to
same subthreshold signal with a periodTe close to the peak
of P(T) ~Fig. 1, dashed lines!. For weak noise, an uncouple
neuron may fail to fire a spike at some periods of the sign
and a few peaks atnTe show up inP(T) @Fig. 1~b!#, as is
typical of usual SR systems at weak noise levels. The ph
are not locked due to this occasional skipping of spikes@Fig.

FIG. 2. Coherence resonance~CR! in the single neuron, with
optimal noise intensityD51021.1 ~a!, and array-enhanced CR i
the array (N530), with optimal noise intensityD51021.3 ~b!.
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1~c!#. In contrast, in the array,P(T) becomes sharply peake
around the signal periodTe @Fig. 1~b!# and the phase is
locked to the signal@Fig. 1~c!#. For a stronger noise, skippin
of spikes still occurs forN51, andP(T) displays a shoulder
at 2Te @Fig. 1~e!# and the phase is not locked@Fig. 1~f!#,
while in the array, the originally sharp distribution is move
to a peak aroundTe @Fig. 1~e!# and phase slips occur ver
rarely @Fig. 1~f!#.

III. SR AND ARRAY-ENHANCED SR

Now we study the response properties with respect to
noise intensityD for fixed signal frequencies. The mean fr
quency differenceDv5v2V is computed forN51 and
N530.

We measure the response coherence byRSR @15#,

RSR5
Te

sT
E

(12a)Te

(11a)Te
P~T!dT. ~2!

This quantity takes into account both the fraction of spik
with an interval roughly equal to the forcing periodTe
52p/V and the jitter between spikes@15#.

In both systems we depict the results of these meas
for V equal to or smaller than the NIMFv0(D) whenRCR
~Fig. 2! is maximal (v051.6 for N51 andv051.75 for N
530). For N51, the mean frequency differenceDv
changes monotonously withD, crossing zero at the nois
intensityDV ~dotted line! which generates a matching of th
NIMF to the signal frequencyV, i.e.,v0(DV)5V. Thus the
spiking frequencyv is not locked by the signal@Fig. 3~a!#,
although the coherence factorRSR exhibits a maximum and
the optimal noise intensityDopt of RSR depends onV and is
close toDV @Fig. 3~b!#, as observed in Ref.@14#. An effec-
tive SPL similar to Refs.@8,11# can be observed forA rather
close to the threshold in the presence of weak noise. In
array, there exists a locking region aroundDV , where the
spiking frequency is independent ofD and is locked to the
signal frequencyV @Fig. 3~c!#. RSR increases, and impor
tantly, the maximal value in the array is much larger than t
1-2
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in uncoupled neurons. Thus we demonstrate an ar
enhanced SR@17# similar to coupled bistable systems.

IV. CONVENTIONAL RESONANCE
AND ARRAY-ENHANCED PL

For a fixed noise intensityD, we now consider a range o
the driving frequencyV close tov0(D). In Fig. 4,Dv and
RSR are shown for two noise levels, smaller and equal to
optimal noise intensity ofRCR in Fig. 2. The corresponding
NIMF v0(D) is shown by the vertical dotted lines@Figs.
4~a!,4~c!#. For N51, Dv crosses zero atv0(D), but it does
not show any plateaus of locking@Fig. 4~a!#, althoughRSR
exhibits a weak resonance with respect toV @Fig. 4~b!#. For
N530 the behavior is quite different. At a weak noise, t
spike train is locked to the signal in a large range ofV
.v0(D). RSR increases withV, reaches its maximal valu
whenTe52p/V is very close to the peak value ofP(T) at
A50 @Fig. 1~a!#, and decreases quickly at largerV when the
system is not quick enough to generate 1:1 response w
Te,Tr , the refractory time of the spikes. AtD51021.3

which optimizesRCR ~Fig. 2!, the locking region become
quite symmetric around NIMFv0(D), and RSR attains the
maximum very close tov0(D). Compared toN51, RSR is
much larger for N530. We thus demonstrate an arra
enhanced PL in the sense of a strongly enhanced respon
a weak signal by frequency and phase locking.

Now we study systematically the locking behavior in t
space (V,A). In a noise-free excitable system, a sustain

FIG. 3. Mean frequency differenceDv ~a!,~c! and response co
herenceRSR ~b!,~d! versus noise intensityD for A50.03. Left panel
~a!,~b!: N51; right panel~c!,~d!: N530. The vertical dotted lines
in ~a! and~c! denote the noise intensitiesDV generating the NIMF
v0(DV)5V.

FIG. 4. Mean frequency differenceDv ~a!,~c! and response co
herenceRSR ~b!,~d! versus signal frequencyV for A50.03. Left
panel~a!,~b!: N51; right panel~c!,~d!: N530. The dotted lines in
~a! and ~c! denote the NIMFv0(D).
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and synchronized response only occurs when the signal
ceeds a threshold. We find that uncoupled neurons and
array of coupled neurons display almost the sa
V-dependent firing threshold@Fig. 5, dashed lines# and the
same 1:1 superthreshold response region@Fig. 5, above the
solid lines#. A small noiseD51021.75 can induce an occa
sional skipping of spikes in an uncoupled neuron, thus
1:1 superthreshold response is no longer perfect. An ef
tive locking region (uDvu<0.002) is found only at a quite
large superthreshold amplitudeA @Fig. 5~a!#, including a
small subthreshold region for smallV. At D51021.5, such
an effective locking region shrinks considerably and it on
appears in the superthreshold region@Fig. 5~b!#, and it dis-
appears effectively at an even stronger noise levelD
51021.3 @Fig. 5~c!# even though the noise-induced spontan
ous spike trains are more coherent here.

An coupled array, in contrast, displays a much mo
prominent locking behavior. AtD51021.75, the superthresh-
old locking region of the noise-free system remains inta
while a large subthreshold locking region atV.v0(D)
emerges. AtD51021.5, locking can be achieved with almos
vanishing Awhen V and v0(D) match @Fig. 5~e!#. At D
51021.3, the locking region shrinks a bit@Fig. 5~f!#, and it
shrinks further for even largerD. This is similar to shrinking
Arnold tongue of self-sustained oscillators with increasi
noise@24#.

Higher orderm:n locking regimes, have also been o
served~Fig. 6!. It is seen again that am:n locking can be
achieved with almost vanishingA whenmV'nv0(D). The
locking regions are no longer confined by the borderlines
the superthreshold locking regions of the noise-free syst
in contrast, they become centered around (n/m)v0(D)
which moves withD. We emphasize that anm:1 (m.1)
superthreshold locking region does not exist in the noise-
system, while in the noisy array, a 2:1 region is observab

The results in the above sections have shown that,
interplay between noise and coupling has generated osc
tions in excitable media very similar to self-sustained os
lators. The system achieves resonant response really due
matching between the noise-induced time scales andV, as

FIG. 5. Comparison of the locking behavior ofN51 ~upper
panel! andN530 ~lower panel! neurons at various noise intensitie
D51021.75 ~a!,~d!, D51021.5 ~b!,~e!, andD51021.3 ~c!,~f!. Filled
dots, effective locking region (uDvu,0.002) of the noisy systems
Dashed line, the threshold beyond which the noise-free syst
generate sustained spike trains. Above the solid lines is the
superthreshold locking region of the noise-free systems.
1-3
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conventional resonance and PL in self-sustained periodic
cillators. In this way, the coupling has enhanced significan
the response sensitivity of the neurons to very weak s
threshold signals compared to uncoupled ones.

V. RESONANCE OF COLLECTIVE RESPONSE

Next we study the collective response of an array, wh
is closely related to spatial synchronization~see Fig. 7!. We
consider a larger array withN5500 neurons and focus o
the mean fieldX(t)51/N( i 51

N xi(t). We compute the vari-
ance ofX(t), normalized by that ofxi(t), i.e.,sX

2/sx
2 , as an

indicator of the collective coherence. AtA50, this larger
array shows a very similar CR behavior asN530 in Fig. 2,
and sX

2/sx
2 exhibits a small maximal value (;0.1) at the

optimalRCR . With a weak signal, we observe locking of th
spike trains of the neurons to the signal as functions of b
D andV ~Fig. 6!, as in the smaller arrayN530. WhenD or
V moves into the locking region, the mean responseX(t)
consists of a spike train with the phase locked to the sig
sX

2/sx
2 increases quickly and reaches a maximal value

about 0.75. The locking and resonance behavior dem
strated in homogeneous arrays are similar for arrays with
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VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that the interplay betwe
coupling and noise can have a significant role in enhanc
the resonant response of excitable systems, as manifest
the locking of the frequency and the phase with respec
bothD andV. Resonances and locking occur really due to
matching between the noise-controlled time scale and tha
the signal. Higher orderm:n locking has been observed i
noise-induced oscillations. Various array-enhanced re
nances may be important in neural systems, since coup
and noise together can establish a much higher sensitivit
both the frequency and the amplitude of signals by a s
chronized collective response.
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